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The output of the European strategy set their next highest priority, after HL-LHC, was a Higgs factory

The P5 process could possibly end up in 
a similar place.  It might not endorse a 
specific solution, while still making it a 
high priority (of course other outcomes 
are possible and even desirable).  
However, we know other nations are 
already investing in this future, while 
there is very little money and a feeling 
(maybe not deserved) of active 
discouragement from participation (not 
clear activity reviews well in DOE/NSF 
panels deciding funding). The object of 
this paper is to encourage funded 
research in generic Higgs factory in the 
US even if this is the outcome.
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Current authors: Sarah Eno, Jim Brau, Andy White, 
Paul Grannis, Dmitri Denisov, Tor Raubenheimer, Bob 
Hirosky, Daniel Elvira, Michael Begel, Jim Hirschauer, 
Christoph Paus

Draft is at: 
https://www.overleaf.com/read/mpmymqccnfwy

Rough outline (detailed on right)

• Describe areas where generic R&D can be done
• Document as best we can known world investment 

in these areas now
• Compare US participation in future accelerator 

conferences to other areas

https://www.overleaf.com/read/mpmymqccnfwy
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Some random text from “potential investment areas” section (most “authors” have not yet read in detail the 
text, so please only blame me for its stupidity.
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We welcome participation from others who are in agreement with the basic premises of the paper.  
Please contact Sarah Eno eno@umd.edu

What we need:
• Tales of opportunities missed
• Ideas of work that can be usefully funded that is generic

mailto:eno@umd.edu
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